[The morbidity of physicians of pre-pensionary age].
The data research related to the investigation of the morbidity of the physicians of pre-pensionary age on the basis of medical check-up results. It is established that more than 95% of physicians suffered from chronic diseases. At that most of them had several diseases. Among the examined groups of physicians according their gender, age and duration of work in the medicine the most morbid were the physicians older than 50 years and with the period of probation 25 years and more. In the structure of the revealed pathology leading role was played by the cardiovascular diseases, the diseases of musculo-skeletal system, the diseases of the eye and its supplementary apparatus, the respiratory diseases and the diseases of urogenital system. The revealed characteristics of morbidity are to be taken into account at the development of the group and individual programs of preservation, rehabilitation and promotion of physicians' health.